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It Looks From Here

By Dr. TAYLOR

For the past week the entire world had had its jitters. A central European war has been on the point of breaking out at any minute. Chancellor Hitler has been vigorously demanding the immediate transfer to Germany of a large part of Czechoslovakia, and the Czech state has been refusing any concession with as much vigor.

At this moment (Thursday afternoon), however, the "big four" powers of Europe are sitting in conference at Munich. It is a reasonable guess that they will compose the situation, at least for the present. The probable outcome will be a compromise to transfer the areas that are distinctly German in population from Czechoslovakia to Germany through a more or less orderly civil process. This has been agreed to France, England, and the Czech government for several days, but Chancellor Hitler has apparently preferred to take what he wants by the barest, least diplomatizing means.

It is not strictly the peacemakers that interest the reader. An outright gift would not please him. To keep free with his people and to justify his philosophy, he must make it appear that he can get his point only by force. According to his concept the German race is superior to all other races and must eventually rule the world, and the position of rulership will be brought about only by force. To accept the Sudetenland, which is without a show of armed force, is a defeat of construction and a humiliation.

Apparently the representatives of the other nations are willing to humor this whim for the sake of peace, and at present they are granting him the right to pursue his aims in one small southeastern country.

But what about other major groups in the various European states? Presumably their status will be a subject for discussion in the present conference. Some formula can be reached, however, and the situation will be handled.

(Continued on Back Page)

NOTICE.

In your dormitory there is a supply of Harrowian equipment for your special use. The keys for these furnaces are in charge of it and she will check it out to you at any time by giving the name of the person in charge, and making use of your property.

Student Council Calls C. G. A. Elections For Monday Night

College Lyceum Announces Entertainment For Year

Choir Plans Unusually Active Year

With eighty-five members, including a larger percentage of boys and a unusually intelligent mix, the A-Cappella choir for the coming year is most promising. The choir now includes about twenty boys and forty-five girls, all of whom have good, well-trained voices.

For the past two years the choir has made an extended tour in the spring—the first year to Miami, Florida, the second year to New Orleans. These trips have proved so successful that they plan to go north this spring to Greenfield, N. C., where Prof. Johnson heads an A-Cappella choir, and from there through several cities in New York.

In Washington, D. C., the next stop after Greenfield, on Saturday morning, March 30, the members are sponsoring a concert to be given by the choir at the Washington Hotel, which will be enjoyed by a dance. The choir is also making elaborate plans to sing for President Roosevelt, the President to be determined later. On Monday evening they proceed to Atlantic City for four days, followed by five days at the Waldorf Astoria, and on Tuesday and Wednesday will find the group in New York City, after which they will return by train to Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. At usual, the home concert will be given at night following their arrival on the campus.

In behalf of the student body all those who have heard the choir at any time, the Colonnade wishes the A-Cappella girls and boys the best of luck in their ambitious program for the next two years. You may feel proud if you have professed for the past three years that this is "not Harrow on the map," culturally speaking, to say nothing of the genuine enjoyment it has afforded the students on the campus.

The girls of the choir include: Gertrude Baker, Callie Mathis, Frances Peery, and Elizaeth dramatics.

(Continued on Back Page)

Horace Agar, a brilliant accen-
tuator, Bakstian Chuyer, retransmit-
ed authority on the arts, Blanche Yarka, one of America's most distinguished actresses, the fami-
ous Strnadovitch Queret, and Harold Errington, one of the foremost dancers in America today, will be featured on the College Entertainment Series. Each student automatically becomes a member of this series when he registers.

Horace Agar, as well as being an outstanding economist, is a brilliant lecturer, on authority, national and international a-

d., and one of America's most brilliant entertainers. He will open the series sometime in October; it is difficult to date as yet has

Mr. Agar is the author of sev-
eral very successful books, one, "The People's Choice," won the Pulitzer Prize. He is now Associate

(Continued on page five)

Smith is Named Asst. Editor Corinthian

Harrison Smith, former litera-
ty editor of the Corinthian, was

Also elected Associate Editor of the staff election held Monday.

She succeeds Helen Heuer who did not return this year. Harrison has been an important contributor to the Corinthian for the past two years. Ethelyn Davis, who was a member of the literary staff last year, takes Harrison's place as Literary editor. George Brown, who served as circulation manager, will be co-business

He will report for the evening.

The art section of the magazine, which is to be enlarged, will include two art editors, Edith Kinsman Hatcher, and Pauline Waden, both of whom have had previous experience in this work. The circulation manager's position will be left vacant by Dean Brown and the position was filled for Business manager, is to be filled.

As is the custom, several new girls were added to the literary staff, to be leased for higher staff positions. Myricle Edwards, and Pat Hallett, were elected to this position.

(Continued on Back Page)

Elections for President and Vice-President of C. G. A. will be held Monday night at eight o'clock at a special call meeting of the student body. The elections were called by Student Council, which also acted as an emergency nominating committee last week to nominate Marion Arthur and Sara McDowell for the presidency and Mary Berett and Charlotte Howard for the vice-presidency.

Elections for the treasurer of the Recreation Association will be held at the same time. The candidates announced by the Executive Board of the fire are: Emily Chaves, Louise Blalock, and Stella Fos-

The candidates for College government officers will be introduced to the student body at Assembly exercises Monday morning, and given an opportunity to speak briefly about their general policies and aims as regards C. G. A.

Both Marion and Sara have given the main plans in their platforms for publication.

MIDWOOD FAVORS MORE DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURE IN C. G. A. ACTIVITIES

Sara McDowell set forth a twelvet. outline of what she and what she would be done. She would hold the election in her platform, the "boy who was elected," said Marion, "not me."

"The students, through C. G. A., should have a voting vote in their government. That will be my goal," said Sara.
What is and Isn't And Why

At regular intervals the editorial column gives an occasional report of a larger movement, and it is quite the contrary. It may be that there is no such "moral" as a moral. All our ideas and our efforts are the results of our own minds, and it is no more possible for us to influence the minds of others than it is possible for a man to influence the minds of others. All our ideas and our efforts are the results of our own minds, and it is no more possible for us to influence the minds of others than it is possible for a man to influence the minds of others. All our ideas and our efforts are the results of our own minds, and it is no more possible for us to influence the minds of others than it is possible for a man to influence the minds of others. All our ideas and our efforts are the results of our own minds, and it is no more possible for us to influence the minds of others than it is possible for a man to influence the minds of others.

A former active member in the college and now a successful banker, Mr. A. C. B. B. C. W. is also here.

G. C. B. C. W. is the leader in the direction of a liberal, intellectual, progressive movement. The President, Mr. A. C. B. B. C. W., is the principal supporter of the movement in the college, and the President, Mr. A. C. B. B. C. W., is the principal supporter of the movement in the college.

The atmosphere of informality that prevails on the campus, the freedom of the college, the social and intellectual life, the college life, the college life, the college life, are all evident in the student body. A vivid vision is seen in a school of this size.

The completion of the present building program will not only remedy the many of the de-facto houseburning movements.

Gone are the days when the people of Georgia held the college at one time a help to the firemen and to the people. The campus demands it, for they are looking for the college to be a fireman of this fire and this heart.

Less indulgent parents among the students than at most schools.

Less indulgent parents among the students than at most schools.

A thorough curriculum revision, based on other curriculum revisions, is taking place in order to improve the quality of the education.

The physical equipment of the college is a
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Stories By Scandal-light

Cavanaugh and Cooper Cast Compliments To Collegiates

Seem' The Cinemas

Youth Hostel Trip Planned By Outing Club

Writings

As you can see, the text is a mix of various topics, including news articles, book excerpts, and personal letters. The text is not structured in a way that makes it easy to extract specific information or key points. It appears to be a collection of random text snippets rather than a coherent document.
FOOTBALL

SPONSORED BY JAYCEES

Friday, October 7
6 p.m.

GMC

- VS -

Middle Ga. College

The New Practice School Building was recently completed at G. S. C. W. As one of the
Units of the last building program.

SMITH IS NAMED

(Continued from Page One)

cause of their interest in the

magazine and the quality of their

contributions throughout the year.

The business managers will

also make several additions to

their staff from the sophomore,

junior, and freshman classes, to

very few of the former members

have returned this year.

Plans for the magazine include

different weight paper, more

illuminations, and publication four

times during the year instead of

three. Material for the first issue

should be submitted by October 30.

IT LOOKS FROM HERE

(Continued from Page One)

by any means, however.

Apparently the past few days

have demonstrated that there can

not be any such thing as a small

local war in Europe. The tempo

of the people is too tense. A little

spurt would spread like the ex-

plosions of dynamite and no coun-

try in the world would fail to

feel its force. England, France,

and Russia are still determined

that German power shall be held

in check.

BEAUTIFUL, PERSONAL

CHRISTMAS CARDS

10 Assorted Designs with Envelopes

25c Floral Grade, a work of

Art Home Vases inscribed on each.

If desired, An Ideal Texas Gift.

Order at once. Nixons & Co.,

Beckmantown, Georgia.

Patronize

Our Advertisers

The Latest Styles in

SOCIETY STATIONERY

Consisting ofMontage Latest Creations at

Wootten's Book Store

MILDRED WRIGHT

HEAVY SHOP

We Use Best Water

The Home of Good Permanent

Waving

PHONE 398-3

HAYES PHARMACY

111 South Wayne

PHONE 396

First in Style

First in Performance

First in the Hearts of College Students

BELL'S

Beauty Shop on Second Floor

The Pen that Has What It Takes

to Put You on Even Writing Terms

with Anyone Else in Your Class

If you want the Pen that says No. 1 in America's

salaried circles—this is your pen as no

other. Just one look at this American

made today and you will find instantly luxury

in every detail. A writing instrument of

Dover's staple, made to suit you.

The Parker Vacumatic won't cramp your

style in any crowd. Parker has made it

possible in action for you. We sell it to

the light so there needn't be any

worry about the style or the appearance

of your shell. A Pen that

matches your film only 3 or 4 years from one year to the

next, due to its superior ink supply.

A Parker-made Pen of Parker and 1/32

gold on seal is given. A Parker-styled

Crest in Chrome color as ready as

other. Caps are of black, white or

red. Get yours and be proud to

own Parker. We have it for you.

Pens: 15 1796

15 1772

15 810

Wants to match

HARPER'S

VACUMATIC

NATURALR>A>N

BELL'S

Beauty Shop on Second Floor

New Equipment and moderate

prices. We use only the best

materials.

Stately ladies there with expert

operators with Masters License.

E. E. Bell Co.